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Our long-term vision is to continue creating value for distributors through differentiated 
technologies and support services.
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ABOUT US

Cominfo Inc., a European manufacturer 
of turnstiles, gates and access control 
systems, has been active in the global 
market for more than two decades.
Since the beginning of its foundation, 
Cominfo has always stood for innovation 
and reliability, offering a wide range of 
solutions currently marketed in over 50 
countries. We therefore strive to maintain 
an excellent quality of service by providing 
efficient and skilled technical support, 
capable of responding and reacting to 
the needs of customers in a minimum 
time frame. Through close cooperation 
we gather constructive feedback in real 

time, allowing us to cultivate integrity and 
proper functioning of all our products.
You will benefit from a dynamic 
entrepreneurial spirit focused on 
performance and results, as the sphere 
of business operations and sales network 
are led exclusively by our experts and 
international partners. Our refined 
solutions are built in-house, allowing us 
to control every step of the production 
process, including cutting-edge 
technology suitable for smart buildings, 
leisure centers, stadiums and arenas, as 
well as other facilities.
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SECURING LARGE VENUES
FOR PASSIONATE FANS

Today’s arenas, which host mainly sport and 
entertainment events, have to face new challenges 
regarding safety and security. Most managers 
are aware of major risks inside and outside the 
premises, where thousands of fans and visitors 
enter in a short time period, often emotionally 
charged, thereby creating the need to safeguard 
the physical integrity of each individual without 
ever compromising freedom of movement.

Cominfo is at the forefront of access control 
systems and manufacturing of gates and turnstiles, 
supplying a broad set of sophisticated products 
that embraces several purposes—various access 
solutions for public, VIP, parking, staff and team 
members‘ areas, as well as ticketing systems.

Keep in mind that our entire product line is 
equipped with the necessary quality and resistance 
to withstand events with large turnout.



STAFF AND TEAM MEMBER ACCESS

Although spectators are the main focus when it comes to security, careful attention and 
safety shall also be given to staff, performers and team members, since they gain access 
to very distinct and sensitive zones. Accordingly, it is necessary for arena managers to 
choose a satisfactory solution—either gates or turnstiles fitted with advanced access 
controls—so that unauthorized individuals will be kept away from private areas, thereby 
curbing the risk of unwanted access.

VIP ACCESS

Celebrities, main sponsors, 
board members, honored 
guests, and public figures, 
always require the best 
hospitality services. Hence 
it becomes essential for the 
arena’s managers to have 
uncompromising solutions at 
their disposal, which must be 
capable of maximizing the quality 
of access to the amenities, whether 
providing elegant and eye-catching 
equipment—reducing the barrier effect 
and creating a welcoming atmosphere—
or granting quick and trouble-free entry to 
any VIP facilities.

PUBLIC ACCESS

Every arena aims at hosting the maximum number of visitors, while treating them with 
courtesy and ensuring the utmost protection for everyone at the event. Indeed, it turns 
out to be a difficult task to achieve all of this successfully, and therefore most precincts 
require stringent planning and preparation beforehand, in which highly 
secure and advanced turnstiles are always seen as the first 
choice. The solution adopted has to be efficient in 
optimizing the entry of visitors —reducing queues, 
bottlenecks and overcrowding.
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PARKING SYSTEM

Car parks are divided into parking 
zones that are reserved for different 
type of visitors. In order to ensure 
the efficient working of these zones 
as well as more rapid traffic flow, 
we provide solutions for parking 
systems—detached for variability 
and modularity—which are used 
either for parks with limited space 
or complex parking facilities. Note 
that all these solutions can interface 
and be compatible with various 

other third-party systems.

TICKETING SYSTEM

Providing an enjoyable atmosphere during an event, free of any drawbacks or difficulties, 
is best achieved by using an efficient ticketing management without undue delays or 
communication breakdowns. This is where our company comes in, offering solutions 
for ticketing systems, which comprise hardware and software—from database servers to 

ticket terminals.
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Our recomme

REXON FULL-HEIGHT TURNSTILE

Rexon full-height series is specially designed 
for areas that require a higher level of security, 
as well as offers better resistance to heavy-
use environments. All models are available in 
three or four-winged version, including optional 
features such as a canopy and lighting, thereby 
providing a more comfortable and faster access 
for a large number of visitors. These massive 
stainless steel units are able to withstand harsh 
and extreme conditions in outdoor installations, 
and its sophisticated motor drive unit built in-
house ensures maintenance-free running for 
more economic efficiency, as well as allows 

a comfortable access as the rotation speed of 
the barriers will automatically adapt to visitors’ 
steps.   

In case no event is in progress or if the arena 
is simply not in use, these turnstiles will always 
remain protected against vandalism or any 
deliberate attempt to damage them, through the 
use of ultra-resistant doors acting as a shield. 

Extra: In addition, Rexon full-height series can 
come along with side gates, which are suitable 
for people with reduced mobility, thus complying 
with DDA-The Disability Discrimination Act.
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• A robust solution for crowd control in large 

leisure facilities and major events

• Double units with side panels and canopy, 

providing a reliable functioning for outdoor 

installations with heavy traffi c

• Extra electromagnetic brake ensuring 

maximum public security 

• Easy integration with customized ticket 

terminals

Public Access

REXON-DEA-DUO



REXON GLASS FULL-HEIGHT TURNSTILE

Rexon Glass turnstile is a solution embracing 
functionality, reliability and aesthetic 
impact all in one.  It creates a modern and 
elegant looking by having a glazed finish 
along with a strong mechanism, prepared 
for blending into nowadays contemporary 
environments with an easy maintenance. 

Due to the up-to-date technology and 
extensive functions, it allows a trouble-
free passage of authorized staf f while 
preventing them from being injured, as well 
as the integration of any access devices 
for a more ef f icient control.
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• Elegant appearance offering a pleasant experience 

for staff, performers and team members 

• Silent and fl uent operation with minimum effects on 

work environment

• Fitted with full-height glasses enhancing security for 

private areas

• Compatible with any access control systems and 

smart devices

ommendation
Staff and Team Member Access

REXON Glass  



Our recomme

TRIPOD BAR TURNSTILE

Tripod Bar Series is a proven solution to seamlessly 
control every scope of the various access control 
systems in any arena, by offering a high ratio of 
visitor isolation to user friendliness. Since it plays 
a pivotal role regarding safety and fast operation 
for environments requiring intensive use, it comes 
equipped by default with our in-house motor drive 
unit, which provides a silent and fl uent mode of 
operation as well as the «GO-CALL» function—once 
access has been granted, the tripod arm will rotate 

slightly, thus giving the visitor a go ahead to move 
forward. 

It stands out especially for low power consumption 
and a long life cycle, as well as for embracing 
a wide array of models to match any type of entrance.

Extra: An optional swing gate—available in either 
single or double gate that has a wide passageway, 
suitable for visitors with reduced mobility—can be 
used jointly with any turnstile of the Tripod Bar series. 
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• Effective crowd management at public 

entrances in accordance with security 

standards

• Effi cient blocking system provided by

a sophisticated motor-driven unit

• Solid structure with long term reliability 

withstanding high traffi c

• Cost effective solution for the operation of 

large venues and events

• Single-leg  structure for space-saving in 

private areas

• Simple assembly with reduced impact on the 

architecture design

Public Access
 BAR-BA

Staff and Team 
Member Access
 BAR-SKR



EASYGATE SECURITY TURNSTILE

EasyGate series, due to their rapid 
operation and elegant appearance, is 
an ideal access solution for any type 
of modern event or arena. They are 
equipped with smooth, quickly sliding 
wings easily capable of supporting high 
traf f ic with safety and security guaranteed. 
A combination of stainless steel and 

glass, along with elegant designs—a wide 
choice of customized materials—expertly 
improve the aesthetic experience, creating 
a syncretic ef fect with the architecture as 
well as keeping a touch of originality.

Extra: This turnstile can allow access for 
persons with disabilit ies, by customizing 
the width of its cabinets and glass panels.
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• Sliding glass technology ensuring high 

security level at the public entrance

• Sophisticated passing logic creating a user-

friendly experience for visitors

• Fluent and rapid operation to support high 

traffi c with long-term reliability

• Elegant appearance performing a high-end 

visual impact

• Maximum comfort and safety for VIP guests

• A large selection of housing materials to fi t 

in the VIP environment

ommendation
Public Access
 EasyGate LX

VIP Access
 EasyGate DG



Key features

TICKET TERMINAL

REA::Ticket terminal lends itself to advanced 
technology, versatility and compelling elegance, 
as well as it comes installed with a wide range 
of settings, thus providing visitors an easy-to-use 
interface. Moreover, being its housing made 

from hardened aluminum, makes this equipment 
ideal for indoor and outdoor environments where 
a large number of visitors is expected. The terminal 
is properly able to read different types of ticket and 
can be easily mounted on any kind of turnstiles.
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• Capability to read barcodes, QR codes, Print@Home tickets and RFID chips

• Sunlight readable 7” full color LCD display

• Large internal memory for offl ine ticket verifi cation including AntiPassback mechanism

• Several API protocols for an easy integration with access control and ticketing systems

• Vandal-proof aluminum housing

• Intuitive demonstration to better understand the operating procedure

• Barcode ticket

• Print@Home

•Contactless card (chip card)

• Cell Phone Ticket

REA::Ticket



TICKETING INTERFACE
Cominfo proposes two alternate methods to engineer the ticketing interface:

• Maintaining the current network infrastructure—physical cabling, connections, 
databases and servers—while fully integrating our ticket terminals into it, due 
to the API protocols and sophisticated electronic we supply.

• Using Cominfo’s database server, which will always keep us updated by 
interacting directly with the main ticketing server—it stores all data related to 
tickets sold until then. In case the main ticketing server goes either down or 
of f line, our database server ef fectively ensures the continued validity check 
of each visitor ticket, preventing it from being used to enter a zone a second 
time without f irst leaving it—AntiPassback mechanism.

«TOTAL OFFLINE MODE» feature: 
In addition, all our terminals can be 
equipped with internal memory that is 
capable of storing tens of thousands 
of tickets, by downloading them first 
from the server. If for some reason the 
whole system crashes, or experiences 

any inconvenience or communication 
failure, the terminal will act as 
a stand-alone device continuing to 
read the visitor tickets.
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Ticketing Interface

OFFLINE MODE»«TOTAL OFFLINE MODE»TOTAL OFFLINE MODE» e:feeatureature



REA::Touch 

Multi-application data terminal for access control

• Time and attendance system
• Intuitive user interface

Proximity reader 

Access control for private areas
•  Contactless identification
•  Indoor and outdoor application

SI::Locker 

Electronic control of the locker
• Central monitored lock powered by batteries
• Highly secure storage of personal belongings

Handheld scanner 

Multifunction device for data capture
• Portable reader for ticket and card control
• Detailed information about the scanned item

Parking 

Automated parking system
• Barrier control
• Payment terminals for ticketing solutions
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COMINFO, Inc. 
Nabrezi 695, 760 01 Zlin, Czech Republic

Tel.: +420 603 151 333, fax: +420 570 570 400
e-mail: cominfo@cominfo.cz
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Football stadium Lvov, Ukraine

Football stadium Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine

Football stadium Maribor, Slovenia

Ice Hockey stadium, Szombathely, Hungary

Ravenhill Rugby Stadium, Belfast, Ireland

Zalgiris Arena, Kaunas, Multi-purpose arana, Lithuania

Siemens arena, Vilnius, Basketball Arena, Lithuania

Klaipeda arena, Indoor arena, Lithuania

Portimonense Football Stadium, Portimao, Portugal

FC Sparta Prague, Football Stadium, Czech Republic

HC Sparta Praha, Ice Hockey Arena, Czech Republic

HC Karlovy Vary, Ice Hockey Arena, Czech Republic

HC Liberec, Ice Hockey Arena Liberec, Czech Republic

Rondo Arena Brno, Ice Hockey Arena, Czech Republic

FC Drnovice, Football Stadium, Czech Republic

FC Slovacko Uherske Hradiste, Football Stadium, Czech Republic

FC Olomouc, Football stadium, Czech Republic

FC SIAD Most, Football stadium, Czech Republic


